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Performance of a Mott detector for undulator-based spin-resolved
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To measure spin-polarized core-level electron spectra, a spectrometer equipped with a highly
efficient retarding-potential Mott spin polarimeter using undulator-based soft-x-ray beamlines has
been set up. With a thin film of Au as a target this polarimeter has an efficiency estimated to be
;231024. The performance of this system for spin-polarized spectroscopy has been tested using
core-level spin-polarized photoemission of magnetic and nonmagnetic thin films excited with
linearly and circularly polarized light, respectively. Measurements using a new spin-resolved
absorption technique are also discussed. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photoemission and soft x-ray absorption are powe
experimental techniques for probing the electronic struct
of matter. An important extension is spin-polarized electr
spectroscopy.1,2 In addition to physical quantities such as k
netic energy and momentum measured in conventional p
toemission spectroscopy, the measurement of electron
polarization is also included in a spin-polarized spectrosco
As an example, spin-polarized photoemission spectrosc
with linearly or circularly polarized incident photons ha
successfully revealed the spin-dependent electronic struc
of a range of materials.3 The projection of spin polarizationP
along a given direction, e.g., thex axis, is defined asPx

5(N↑2N↓)/(N↑1N↓), whereN↑ and N↓ are the numbers
of electrons with spin projected onto thex axis being parallel
and antiparallel to the positive direction of thex axis, respec-
tively. The measurement of spin polarization, however, is
an easy task due to the low efficiency of available elect
spin polarization analyzers.

In the past decade, considerable progress has b
achieved in the technology of electron polarimetry and s
x-ray beamline. Spin polarimeters of several types have b
developed based on the use of Mott scattering,4–13 diffuse
scattering,14–17 low energy electron diffraction18 and spin-
dependent scattering from magnetic thin films. Of the
Mott polarimeters are the most extensively used, but th
efficiency is rather small, generally between 231025 and
1.631024. Further improvement is required.
3770034-6748/2002/73(11)/3778/6/$19.00
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In this article we describe the design of a high-efficien
retarding potential Mott spin polarimeter for spin-polariz
core-level electron spectroscopy used at undulator-ba
soft-x-ray beamlines. The efficiency of this polarimeter
estimated to be;231024 when a Au film is used as the
scattering target. The performance of this spin-polariz
electron spectrometer system has been successfully teste
ing core-level photoemission from nonmagnetic materi
excited by circularly polarized light, and spin-polarized co
level and valence band photoemission from magnetic t
films and spin-resolved x-ray absorption of magnetic oxid
This spin polarimeter can be extended to a spin polariza
analyzer that providesin situ analysis of all three compo
nents of the spin polarization vector of electrons.

II. SPECTROMETER WITH SPIN ANALYSIS

A. Spectrometer

A new end station for spin polarized core-level electr
spectroscopy has been established for use at the elliptic
polarized undulator~EPU!19 and the U5 beamline of the Syn
chrotron Radiation Research Center~SRRC! in Taiwan. The
EPU can generate circularly polarized light or linearly pola
ized light with the polarization in the horizontal or vertic
direction with respect to the storage ring.20 This end station
is equipped with cryogenic sample cooling, sputterin
LEED, sample load–lock, and film growth capabilities, a
is mainly used to explore the electronic structure of magn
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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materials. The spectrometer is a VSW HA150 hemispher
electron energy analyzer to which a Mott spin polarimete
adapted, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. In the exit plane of the energ
analyzer, a specially designed electron multiplier array
sembly is used for non-spin-resolved multichannel detect
A rectangular aperture and a set of electrostatic cylindr
tube lenses connected to the electron multiplier assem
have been used to extract the electrons for spin-reso
measurements. Figure 1~b! presents the detailed cros
sectional view of the electron multiplier array assembly.

B. Spin polarimeter

In the Mott scattering of high energy spin-polarized ele
trons, the spin–orbit interaction results in a spatial asymm
try. The scattering cross section of electrons with spin po
ization P is described by the following equation:

s~u!5I ~u!@11S~u!P"n#, ~1!

whereu, I (u), andn are the scattering angle, the intensity
the scattered electrons without influence of the spin–o
interaction and the unit vector perpendicular to the scatte
plane, respectively;S(u) is the Sherman function which i
determined by the atomic numberZ of the scattering target

FIG. 1. ~a! Overview of the spin-resolved spectrometer system. An elec
multiplier array assembly located in the exit plane of the energy analyz
used for non-spin-resolved multichannel detection.~b! Detailed cross-
sectional view of the electron multiplier array assembly. Fi
2310-mm-rectangular electron multipliers are on both sides of the cen
tube which transports the electrons to the Mott detector.
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scattering angleu and scattering energy. An essential featu
of Mott scattering is that only the spin polarization vect
perpendicular to the scattering plane contributes to the s
tering asymmetry. In a Mott spin detector, a small instrum
tal asymmetry such as a difference in detector efficien
amounting to a few percent smears the polarization meas
ment. One method well established to eliminate the ins
mental asymmetry is to reverse the spin polarization of
incident electrons. If the scattered intensities into equival
left- and right-hand side solid angles areI L and I R , respec-
tively, for incident electrons with spin polarizationP, and
equivalentlyI L8 andI R8 for incident electrons with spin polar
ization 2P, the spin polarization perpendicular to the sc
tering plane can be deduced from

P5
1

S

12a

11a
, ~2!

wherea is defined asAI L8•I R /I L•I R8 . One important param-
eter generally used to characterize the performance of M
polarimeters is the efficiencye, defined as

e5S2
I

I 0
, ~3!

whereI 0 is the incident intensity, andI is the total scattered
intensity given byI 5I L1I R . Electron spin polarization can
therefore be obtained from a measurement of the scatte
asymmetry combined with the calibrated Sherman funct
of the polarimeter.

Mott polarimeters of various types employing a wid
range of geometry and operation energy have been desi
and constructed. An instrument of this type includes conv
tional high-energy Mott polarimeters4,6,11,12 and retarding-
potential Mott polarimeters5,7,9,10,13 in which the incident
electrons are accelerated by an electric field established
tween an inner and an outer-electrode. Although its Sherm
function is larger than that of a retarding-potential Mott p
larimeter, the drawbacks of a conventional Mott polarime
are that the electron detector must be operated at high po
tial and that its discrimination against inelastically scatte
electrons is poor. The compact conical-type retarding M
spin polarimeter, or micro-Mott polarimeter, is widely use
and exhibits the following features:9 ~1! it is easy to operate
~2! it has a large electron acceptance phase space, and~3! it
has a stable Sherman function. It is therefore easy to ada
micro-Mott polarimeter to an energy analyzer for spi
polarized photoemission or Auger electron spectroscopy.

Several improvements of the micro-Mott polarimet
have been reported since its first development. Th
changes include the extension of its measurement from
transverse component to two orthogonal transverse com
nents and the improvement of its efficiency. Defined earl
the efficiency of an electron spin polarimeter is conventio
ally referred to as the figure of merit of a spin polarime

n
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since it is proportional to the inverse square of the statist
error in an electron counting measurement that determ
the spin polarization of the incident beam of electrons. T
efficiency of a retarding-potential polarimeter tends to
low, but can be improved by increasing the effective Sh
man function or the intensity of scattered electrons. Impro
ment of the Sherman function can be achieved by us
high-Z materials, such as thorium or passivated uranium
the polarimeter scattering target. With a bulk thorium targ
nearly a factor of two gain in the figure of merit has be
demonstrated.10 A further improvement,Seff ;0.20 at a scat-
tering energy of 30 keV, has been obtained by using a pa
vated uranium target. Another way of increasing the figure
merit is adequately choosing the energy loss window
enlarging the collection solid angle for detection of the sc
tered electrons.9

As calculated with a relativistic Hartree–Fock potenti
the Sherman function and the differential cross section
Au are rather insensitive to the scattering angle in most M
polarimeters with a mean scattering angle 120°.9 The scat-
tering intensity integrated over the collection solid angle
creases dramatically with increase of the collection so
angle at the expense of only a small degradation in ave
Sherman function. Because the figure of merit scales alm
linearly with the solid angle of collection, the polarimet
efficiency can hence be improved on enlarging the so
angle collection.

Figure 2 displays the cross-sectional view of the des
of the electron optics in the present spin polarimeter. Sim
to previous micro-Mott polarimeters, this new polarimeter
a retarding potential polarimeter with a large (50°) con
type collection angle, i.e., a solid angle of 0.6 sr. The sc
tered electrons are decelerated by the electric field es
lished between the outer-electrode of the polarimeter and
first focus electron lens in the collection optics. The elect

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional view of the Mott spin polarimeter with enlarg
conic-type collection angle. Only one pair of electron multipliers is show
the other pair is located in the perpendicular plane.
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multipliers in the polarimeter operate near ground potent
In order to diminish the complexity in the collection len
optics, the electron multipliers are with a diameter: 25 m
as shown in Fig. 2. The scattering target of the Mott circu
opening spin polarimeter used in the performance test
scribed in the following is an;100mm Au thin film, and the
scattering energy and the inelastic energy-loss window
23 keV and 700 eV, respectively. Based on the results of
performance test, the effective Sherman function and the
ficiency of the new polarimeter are estimated to be 0.13
;231024, respectively. The efficiency can be improved
4 – 531024 with Th or U as the scattering target.

III. PERFORMANCE TEST

The performance of the spin detector has been teste
performing spin-polarized 3s core-level photoemission from
Fe thin films epitaxially grown on a W~110! substrate, spin-
polarized photoemission of Pt 4f core-level photoemission
excited by circularly polarized light, and spin-resolved a
sorption of magnetic oxides. An identical polarimeter h
also been connected to the exit plane of a Scienta SES
analyzer and used for valence band studies of ferromagn
gadolinium.22

A. Spin-polarized Fe 3 s core-level photoemission

The electronic properties of magnetic thin films ha
received great attention in both fundamental research
technological applications. Spin polarized photoemission
great potential for providing direct information on the ma
netic and electronic structure of these materials. Some m
tiplets of photoemission from transition metals reflect t
exchange interaction between the valence electrons and
unpaired core electrons left after the photoexcitation. Thes
photoelectrons from transition metals, for instance, are s
into two multiplets that are not present in studies of nonm
netic material systems.23 A simple atomic model due to Van
Vleck24 has been used to interpret this splitting as the ene
difference between a high spin and a low spin multiplets a
as such, the splitting has been considered as a finger pri
the local valence spin moment. Recent spin polarized ph
emission studies of transition metals qualitatively supp
this simple argument.26,27

We have measured spin-resolved 3s core-level photo-
emission spectra of Fe thin films. Thin Fe films were epita
ally grown on W~110! substrates. Linearly polarized syn
chrotron radiation with an energy of 265 eV incident at
angle of 60° was used to excite photoelectrons which w
detected in the direction normal to the sample surface.
Fe films were magnetized along@110# by applying current
pulses through a pair of Helmhohltz coils. The current pu
was generated by means of discharging a bank of capac
through four high power SCRs connected as a H bridge in
either direction.25 The spin polarization was measured in t
remnant state of the films and the spin polarization indu
in the Mott detector resulted from spin-orbit effect w
eliminated by averaging two sets of data with opposite m
netization. In agreement with earlier studies, our results, F
3, clearly show that the binding energy of the high-spin fin

;
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state is lower than that of the low-spin final state. Furth
more, the high-spin final sate is composed of both majo
spin photoelectrons with a binding energy 91.0 eV a
minority spin photoelectrons with a binding energy 90.4 e
but only majority spin exists in the low-spin final sta
with a binding energy 95.0 eV. Interestingly, the prese
study again shows that the two spin components in
high-spin state are separated in binding energy as repo
previously.27 It is important to note for the purposes of th
present study that the increased efficiency of the pre
detector results in an improved signal-noise ratio when co
pared to the earlier studies.26,27

B. Core-level photoemission with circularly polarized
light

Spin-polarized photoelectrons can be produced from
polarized atoms with circularly polarized, linearly polarize
or even unpolarized light due to the ‘‘Fano Effect.’’ Th
spin–orbit interaction is the essential mechanism for the
ter effect and the spin polarization is induced by an interf
ence between the dipole allowed final state wave functi
with angular momentuml 11 and l 21 in the presence o
spin–orbit interaction.28 This effect has been experimental
observed in alkali-metals, rare-gas atoms, and semicon
tors such as GaAs, a widely used material for spin polari
sources. Photoelectrons excited from the 4f core level of
W~110! by circularly polarized light have been observed
be highly spin polarized, in agreement with free ato
theory.29 Such a system is, therefore, very suitable for test
a spin polarimeter on a synchrotron beamline. We carried
such a measurement on the 4f core level of Pt~111! excited
by 300 eV circularly polarized light. As shown in Fig. 4, ou
results reveal that Pt 4f photoelectrons are highly spin pola
ized with opposite spin polarization in 4f 7/2 and 4f 5/2 states.
This test demonstrates both the high quality of circula
polarized light produced from the EPU beamline and go
performance of the Mott spin detector.

As demonstrated in the measurement of spin sin
states in high temperature superconductor mot

FIG. 3. Spin-resolved 3s photoemission of Fe thin films epitaxially grow
on W~110! substrates. Linearly polarized synchrotron radiation with an
ergy 265 eV was used to excited the photoelectrons. The total energy
lution was 0.35 eV.
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compounds,30,31 spin polarized photoemission using circ
larly polarized light provides useful information of the sp
character of antiferromagnetic materials. With this type
photoemission spectra, quantitative information on spin a
orbital moments in macroscopically nonferromagnetic ma
rials, in particular transition-metal oxides, can also be o
tained. The integration of the difference between the spin
and the spin-down spectra excited by circularly polariz
light yields ^L•S& like expectation values.32

C. Spin-resolved O K-edge x-ray absorption

Soft x-ray absorption at the oxygenK edge is a dipole
allowed transition in which an O 1s electron is excited to an
empty O 2p orbital. In transition metal oxides, oxygen 2p
states are hybridized with the 3d states of transition metals
OxygenK edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy provides va
able information on the unoccupied electronic structure, a
is closely related to inverse photoemission, another prob
the unoccupied bands. Soft x-ray absorption spectra ca
obtained by measuring the sample drain current, the inten
of transmitted x-ray and Auger electron intensity of the co
hole decay. Several theoretical studies have shown that
spin triplet in theKLL Auger transition is forbidden, and onl
the spin-singlet is allowed.21,33The two-hole final state in the
KLL Auger transition of half metallic CrO2 have been experi-
mentally shown to be a spin singlet.34 With the on and off O
K-edge-resonant (1s→2p) excitation, the dramatic differ-
ence in the spin polarization shows that the exchange co
lation effect prevents the two-hole Auger final state fro
being a spin-triplet state. This effect points to the possibi
of an important application of spin-resolved x-ray absorpt
in magnetic oxides where the oxygen plays an important r
in magnetism via superexchange or double exchange in
actions. The spin selection rule provides a powerful meth
for spin-resolved O 1s absorption spectroscopy. With th
spin selection rule, the spin-resolved O 1s absorption spec-
troscopy can be achieved by monitoring the spin resol
Auger electrons which are emitted at a constant kinetic
ergy. The spin character of the O 2p states above the Ferm
level can be revealed by using spin-resolved Os

-
so-

FIG. 4. Spin-resolved Pt 4f photoemission excited circularly polarized from
the EPU beamline. The degree of the light circular polarization is better t
90%. The total energy resolution was 0.35 eV.
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XAS. This technique is complementary to the MCD in
K-edge absorption, which results predominately from
O 2p-projected orbital magnetization.

We applied this new technique to explore the sp
polarized unoccupied states of CrO2. O 1s XAS spectra in a
spin-resolved mode has been obtained by collecting th
KLL Auger partial electron yield. Figure 5 displays the sp
resolved O 1s XAS spectra of high-quality CrO2 thin films
grown on TiO2(100) which provides an ideal template. Th
photon energy resolution was set to 0.4 eV withE perpen-
dicular to thec axis. The measurement shows that the low
energy states, i.e., the states closest to the Fermi level,
a spin-polarization of (85610)%. The states at the Ferm
level are therefore almost fully spin-polarized, consist
with the predictions by band structure calculations35 and the
Andreev reflection measurements at the superconduc
metal interfaces.36

Surprisingly however, the spin polarization of the pr
peak at 529.6 eV is only 50%, while all band structure c
culations predict that the polarization of the lowest ma
structure of the conduction band should have been 10
This large discrepancy indicates that strong correlation
fects are present in the system, since in such a case
concept of density of states as defined in effective o
particle theories loses its meaning as a basis for a quan
tive understanding of excitation spectra, i.e., density of sta
are then quite different from spectral weights. The sp
resolved OK-edge XAS spectra of CrO2 provide valuable
information on the unoccupied O 2p electronic states which
are strongly hybridized with Cr 3d states. Detailed analysi
of these data will be discussed elsewhere.

IV. FUTURE IMPROVEMENT: A SPIN POLARIZATION
ANALYZER

In some spin-polarized electron spectroscopy exp
ments,in situ complete measurements of all the compone
of a spin polarization vector is valuable, for instance t
studies of magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin films or surfac

FIG. 5. Spin-resolved O 1s XAS spectra of CrO2 , taken in the partial elec-
tron yield mode on monitoring the OKLL Auger electrons. The photon
energy resolution and the electron analyzer resolution were 0.3 and 0.
respectively.
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However only the transverse spin polarization component
incident electrons are measurable in a Mott spin polarime
The measurement of the longitudinal component can
achieved if the electron beams are deflected such that
transverse spin component is converted to the longitud
component. Figure 6 illustrates the design of a sp
polarization analyzer which permitsin situ analysis of all the
three components of a spin-polarization vector.37 This new
spin polarization analyzer incorporates two polarimeters
an electrostatic deflector. The energetically selected elect
can be deflected645° either into the left or the right spin
polarimeter by an electrostatic deflector for spin-polariz
measurements. In addition, electrons passing straight thro
the deflector can also be focused onto an electron multip
located at the center for non-spin-resolved measureme
Measurements of core-level spectra can be easily switc
between, with, and without spin analysis. In both spin po
rimeters, spin polarization normal to the scattering plane
measured via the spatial asymmetry in the Mott scatter
Four electron multipliers in each spin polarimeter detect
two orthogonal transverse spin-polarization components
multaneously. This new spin-polarization analyzer, therefo
can measure three orthogonal spin-polarization compon
in situ. Combined measurements of the two spin polarimet
determine the two orthogonal components in the deflec
plane of the electrostatic deflector, and also provide a s
consistent check of component measurement along the d
tion perpendicular to the deflection plane.
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